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ABSTRACT

Efficient protection against security attacks is an important task in the wireless sensor network location. Even if most important research has been done on the design to identify the malicious nodes based on uninterrupted and interrupted evidence, this creates extra energy consumption based on its cost. The position creates a great problem to the next generation of wireless sensor network will be more and more. To solve this problem, we propose a secured and efficient routing strategy which implements the adjacent node routing principle be able todo with the network extents and depend on a distributed trust model for the finding the malicious nodes. Both interrupted and uninterrupted trust information is engaged and it can calculate the trustworthiness of each adjacent node. An important character of the secured routing strategy is which calculates the left over energy of every adjacent node, so it achieves good load balancing and improves network lifetime. According to the theoretical results we calculate the extra energy depletion make happen by the changing of interrupted trust data. Our algorithm reduces of energy wastage and improves security.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The modern technological improvements make wireless sensor network (WSNs) technically and economically reasonable to be extensively used in both military and civilian applications, such as observing of ambient circumstances related to the environment, expensive species and critical infrastructures. A key feature of such networks is that each network contains large number of untied and unattended sensor nodes. These nodes often have very limited and non-replenishable energy resources, which makes energy an important design issue for these networks.

Routing is the important design concern for WSN. A well designed routing protocol provides less energy depletion for message delivery and have the good message delivery ratio. To increase the Sensor network lifetime and also manage total sensor network energy depletion.

Wireless Sensor Networks have the solutions which maintains extensive range of applications. Based on the application, their WSN environment is the risky, challenging and fewer problematic. Even the Encoded Security Systems in WSNs not to notice the node physical internment, the malicious or selfish nodes. So, novel security systems is essential for the secure routing of message from source to sink node of WSNs. A novel method of getting security without using cryptography is Trust-based security in WSNs. Trust is “The mark of Trustworthiness”. It captures the nodes information and collect all record about the node. It can also check the other node in doing actions and can be formed by keeping a details of the communications with the other nodes directly as well as indirectly. By using these details a trust value will be find out. To maintain the decision making processes of the network in wireless sensor network Trust management will be used. These helps to the removal of the unsecured nodes in the WSN about the coming actions of other nodes (trustees).

Several examine on trust associated in WSN are done, but it is vital to design and develop a trust management system which uses the a lesser amount of resources of the node in valuation and management of faith between/among the nodes. The trust management of the WSN would be a simple. It not have the limitations on energy consumption, software,
hardware, memory usage, computing, processing speed and communication bandwidth, and it identify various attacks easily, and mange and change trust relations based on it.

Routing is a interesting task in WSNs because of the limited resources. Geographic routing was largely observed as is the important way for WSNs. Geographic routing protocols uses the relative position and details and send the packets one after another from the source node to the sink node[1]. Based on the direction or distance the source node selects the next adjacent node and send the message. By using signal strength or using Gps receivers are find the total distance between adjacent nodes [2]. The details about the nearer one of next nodes can be exchanged between adjacent nodes.

In a little power GPS receivers are used in the sensor networks through the geographic adaptive fidelity (GAF) routing scheme. In GAF, the network area is separated into constant size of grids. The single node is in active state remaining all nodes are in sleep state to decrease the energy consumption. The sensor sends the messages based on greedy geographic routing strategy.

A query based geographic and energy aware routing (GEAR) was proposed in [3]. In GEAR, the destination node propagates requests with relative attributes to the objective region because not to fall on problems of flooding. Each node sends messages to the relative nodes based on assessed cost and learning cost. The assessed cost studies the distance to the destination and left over energy of nodes in sensor networks. The learning cost gives the changing information to suffer with the local minimum problem.

Lifetime plays a key role and also major issue in Wireless sensor networks. In a secure and routing strategy was got the shortest way. Always selecting and calculating the lowest energy level node and the way is reduced by the secured routing strategy in the wireless sensor networks. AODV or directed diffusion is also a reactive protocol to route multiple paths as the secure routing strategy. Then, the routing strategy can select a route based on a probabilistic method according to the remaining energy. In the transmitter power level can be adjusted according to the distance between the transmitter and the receiver.

Routing was communicated as a linear programming problem of adjacent node choice to make best use of the network lifetime. Then examined the uneven energy consumption for consistently arranged data-assembly sensor networks. The network is divided into many regions and each node can make data aggregation. In routing strategy was proposed to stabilize the energy consumption between the nodes within each grid in [formulated the combined way of finding the routes and the traffic load allocation, and the network lifetime values increases by the sleep scheduling. By using this the concept of opportunistic routing, [4] developed a routing metric to report both link reliability and node remaining energy. The sensor node calculates the best metric value in a localized area to attain both reliability and lifetime maximization.

2.CASER PROTOCOL

WSNs routing is frequently geography based, a geography-based secure and efficient Cost-Aware Secure routing (CASER) protocol for WSNs without any effect on traffic in the network. The protocol agrees messages to be communicated using the secure routing ways, unsystematic way and deterministic routing, based on the correctness. The sharing of these two strategies is resolute by the definite security requirements. This strategy is similar to distributing US Mail through USPS: send mails cost more than regular mails; however, mails can be send fastly and it gives deliver report. The protocol gives a safety and privacy message transmission choice to improve the message delivery ratio by the various and different attacks.

These protocol has two main benefits:
1. It improves the lifetime of total sensors in the grid and decrease the wastage of energy.
2. This protocol helps various routing schemes based on the routing requirements. It checks whether the message delivering is good or not and also this protocol can reduce the various attacks like traceback attacks, jamming and etc [7] in WSNs.

Main strategies of this paper can be précised as follows:
1) A secure and efficient Cost-Aware Secure Routing (CASER) protocol for WSNs. In this protocol, routing strategies can be useful to maintains the message delivery requirements.
2) A quantitative scheme maintains the energy depletion then the sensor network lifetime and the total number of messages that can be delivered are improved under the same energy usage.
3) Developed theoretical formulas to assessment the sum of routing hops in protocol based on changing routing energy balance control and security requirements.
4) To examine security of the routing algorithm.
5) Provided an optimal non-uniform energy deployment strategy for the given sensor networks based on the energy depletion ratio.

3. SECURE AND EFFICIENT ROUTING STRATEGY

The proposed Secure and Efficient Routing (SESR) Strategy uses the relative node approach. The SERS is used relative location for routing. Otherwise to calculate the number of hops to reduce flooding and various attacks. This strategy is good to detect routing attacks and gives the efficient support of wide sensor networks. Relative location sending is essentially protected which opposes on various attacks to sending the message calculation, have the more preference for secure...
routing is node ID and attributes. And also above characteristics are same for all relative location routing strategies such as the Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR). SESR includes the next adjacent node selection. It gives the location of a node, low energy usage and trust or secure message routing. Energy managing is important for reducing all the attacks with high trust calculated value. The limiting factor is observed by the nodes energy and routing trust calculated value will be reduced i.e. the chance to complete all the total work. Due to the calculation, we have merged the energy calculations in the total trust value a node computes all of their adjacent nodes. Energy management allows load balancing. It plays very crucial to reduce the traffic analysis attacks and increase the network life value. The SERS architecture which is Secure and Efficient Routing Strategy is shown in Figure 2. In the SERS each and every time an event performed based on the direct trust metrics (packet forwarding, network Acknowledgement) occurs, the consistent results placed in the Direct Trust table or uninterrupted trust table are updated. At the same, each time reputation response messages are taken, their information is placed in the indirect trust table or uninterrupted Trust table after the checkings. Both tables have information for each adjacent node. The entire node’s trust value is calculated when a new message has to be sent, even though the trust values and reputation data is updated each and every time an event has got or an reputation response message has been taken. This event-driven scheme was adopted to balance the energy and also maintaining the resources. It calculates both interrupted and interrupted trust and it takes as a total trust value and it considers the distance of adjacent nodes. The final value calculated and conforms whether the node sends the information or not.

4. SERS FOR IDENTIFYING AND AVOIDS THE MALICIOUS NODES

To assess the effectiveness of the secured and Efficient routing strategy of the attendance of problematic nodes, first to compare the strategy with the totally malicious nodes place is implemented in that the relative location node routing is prepared. Connection is jammed when it have malicious nodes on that effective SERS strategy the malicious nodes will be removed and stopped. The Trust of any node is assessed by using the geometric mean of trust metrics of the node (uninterrupted trust), and total mean of data created on all the adjacent (neighbor) nodes. The node’s information given by adjacent nodes (interrupted trust) is the direct trusts with the node. All the nodes in the network, have to keep a database list i.e. what they are doing for every of its adjacent node. This database list encloses the details about the various trust values, i.e. Quality Of Service etc are the features for all its adjacent nodes based on the how many times their attempts performed in the network. This trust values information have to use for computing the Uninterrupted trust of its each adjacent node.

To calculate the distance of the adjacent node information to the work station, the related calculations joined in the routing function is done as below:

$$\Gamma_d^{A,B} = 1 - \frac{d_i}{\sum d_i}$$

Where $d_i$ is the distance between the adjacent node $i$ to the work station and $\sum d_i$ represent the distance between the adjacent nodes to the base station. The above equation gives minimum distance and improves the best value.

We have various scenarios for differ the large number of malicious nodes. In this, the weights are used to the computation of the entire trust were 0.5, 0.2, 0.1, and 0.2 for the sending, network ACK, integrity and remaining energy metrics respectively. As per the weights of the routing function, $W$ was set equal to 0.6 and $W$ to 0.4 We have also run the same network set up using the SERS algorithm for evaluation of causes (grey-hole) nodes in the network. It is clear that our protocol performs better than CASER in the presence of malicious nodes since it detects the attacks and makes discovery another paths to the destination, due to the existing trust model. The loss ratio maintains below 20% as long as the number of malicious nodes remains lower than 24% of the network nodes.

The distance to the base station and the total trust value (which has already incorporated the remaining energy value) are add up in a weighted way and are used to calculate the Routing Function following the equation:

$$RF_d^{A,B} = W_d \times T^{A,B} + W_t \times T^{A,B}$$
Where $Wd$ and $WT$, denotes the correct distance and trust value. The node that improves this routing function calculation is selected for sending the packet. It gives the better values and detect the malicious nodes in the network.

**SERS Algorithm**

The SERS algorithm can be explained below

**Algorithm 1**: Node A finds the adjacent node routing grid based on the given factors
Step1: Initially select a source node in the network.
Step 2: Source node can checks whether the neighboring nodes are trusted one or not based on weighting factor.
Step 3: If the nodes are trusted. Source node can check the distance and energy levels of the neighboring node.
Step 4: if(distance<$x$)
   {
      if(energy level > $y$) then
          {Send the message to the closest node in the grid.
      }
   else
      {
      The message can be blocked.
   }

Based on the shortest distance and higher energy level information send to that node.

**5.SERS ENERGY USAGE**

In the usage of SERS strategy frequently examine and find correct to the energy depletion in a Wireless Sensor Network, we made a large set of attempts and scenarios. Each node in the network uses the energy sending and receiving messages and for the communications. It exchange routing and information messages and energy usage based on the place where the node is and the messages it creates or sends.

To calculate the problems, we are using a strategy to manage or decrease the malicious nodes in the network (the method which presented SERS strategy performs adjacent node secure strategy without any trust or energy awareness). 200 nodes are divided in a 20x20 grid. Ten nodes communicate data to the station (node 99). It checks all the node have less distance and high energy level. If the high energy level is there but the distance is large it not sends the data packets. It must satisfies the threshold energy level and low distance.

6.RESULTS

Alternate and efficient routing strategy is used based on shortest distance and high energy level source node and weighting factor can send messages to destination node. Distance is calculated in the weighting Factor. This routing strategy can decrease the packet dropping and increase high message delivery ratio. It calculates the shortest distance and higher energy levels. For example threshold energy level $\geq 40$. Node D and E have the the energy level 39 and 20. Instead of having the shortest distance its not satisfy the threshold energy level so those nodes not send the data packets.

Node satisfy the threshold energy levels and they have the good weighting factor so they send the packets from source node to destination node. Due to this SERS strategy we achieve high message delivery ratio, high performance, reduce the energy wastage and also improves the security and reduce the attacks.

7.CONCLUSION

We presented SERS Secure Routing strategy for WSNs to improve security, balance the energy consumption and increase network lifetime. SERS Secure Routing strategy has the flexibility to maintain the several routing strategies in message forwarding to spread the lifetime while aggregate routing security. Both theoretical analysis and analytical results shows that SERS secure routing strategy has an tremendous routing performance in terms of energy maintenance and routing path delivery and the routing path security. We also proposed a non-uniform energy deployment scheme to improve the sensor network lifetime. Our analysis and theoretical results shows that we can improve the lifetime and the number of messages that can be delivered under the non-uniform energy deployment by more than four times by the SERS algorithm. Also SERS provides high security as well as high efficiency on transmitting the messages.
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